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EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assi!itance,
04/25
265·1164,

-

GET YOl.JR TYPEWRITER
Discount Prices, 881·4213.

Classlfleds

~

VOLVO REPAIR. REBUILT engines, tran.
smissions, carbs. Mike 247.9083,
04/20

[3 0. LEGAL
£ GENERAL ORDER NO, 34
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EXPoRT IBM SEL!iCTRIC lyping, Arlor 6'pm. 883·
7960,
04/19
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EXTENSIONS OF CERTAIN DEADLINES FOR
TAX YllAR 1978
Pursuan( to my authority under Section 72-31-85 '
NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) 1 I hereby extend the
following deadlines foumJ in the Property Tax Code ·
with re~pcct to the 1978 ta~ year only:
.1. The deadline for the Property Tax Division of the
Taxation and Revenue Department to mail notices of
valuation for the 1978 lflX year to property owners
whose property is valued by the Property Tax
Division, the de~dline being found in subsection B of
Seclion•72·JI-'20 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) is hereby
extended from May I, 1978 to July 7, 1978, This
extension is made to permit the Property Tax Division
to cornplcte &uditing of 1978 taxpayer reports made

to the Division.
2, The deadline found ln subsection C of Section 7231-27 NMSA 1953 (Supp. 1975) for County'ValuatiQn
Prot~sts Boards to decide proteSts, is hereby extended
from" •.. one-hundred anti twenty days of the date the
protest is filed ... " to three-hundred days after the
date the protest is filed. The effect of this General
Order is that all protests to 1978 notices of valuation
which arc filed with county assessors pursuant to the
pro ... isions of Section 72-31-24 NrviSA 1953 (Supp.
1975) arc required to be decided by the County
Valuation Protests Board for each of the counties
within three-hundred (300) days after the date the
particular protest if filed,
DONE THIS 5th day of A11ril: 1978, in Santil Fe,
New Mexico,
Cecil J. Pickett, Director, Property Tax Division,
Taxation and Revenue DeJ}I,, State of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 37503.
tfn

1.

PERSONALS

ONLY 10 MORE issues of the Dally LOBO, so get
your classified ads In today! Deadline is noon for the
next day'.s paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room 105 to
place your ad.
04/28
CONTACTS??? POLISHING &
Cmcy Optic-al Company. 255-8736

SOLUTIONS.
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contrnception, sterililution, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.0171'
04/28
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie ticket.<i
now available, SUB Box orncc. $2.50.
lfn
CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COMING soon!
1rn
ANYONE WHO HAS Made a film and would like to
screen h on Wed. 19th at the Union (SUB) Theater,
call277-2475 or 243-3614. Please-- DON'T DELAY.
04/18
STAMP COLLECTORS, FREE Stamp Show, Hilton
lnn,April21,22,23.
04/17
CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? "More Al·ts of Pa~sion"
arc coming! Whm an C5cape from the frusirations of
impending final c~Um!'i! See ~ix more one-act plays in
UNM's Fxperimentnl Theatre April 24-29.
04121
"DADDY'S COLLEGE WAS nC\cr like lhis," THE
WAGER...
04117
PERRY'S I)IZZA, DEEP DISH ?iz1a by the slice
aud pan, WE DELIVER. C.tll 843·97.50. (Across
fnltn UNM).
04121
IT'S OLIJ SCRATCH for your dandng pleasure at
Ned's, dance 'til2 am thi"> week.
04/\7
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTlAl. teas (gre-at for ice

tea)·· Dongs (20 per cent oft), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent ofl)ucigarette lighters (20 per cent oft).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All at Pipe&
Tobacco Road, 107B Cornell SE. M-F 8·6.
04128
ANNOUNCING, W.G. GANZERLA designer or
contemporary gold & !iilver jewelry, now located at
Pipe & Tobacco Road, 1078 Com ell SE, 268-7578.
04/21
CRAIIUY! \'ihAR IIL!J!:. Jeans April llsl and
demomtrateV,O, Pride.
04/17
SUMMER fiLM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non·academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by .a working 111mmakcr. Gtuy Doberman,
266·0S6J, afternoons.
04/28
THE KING OF ERIN is dead. Beware Deborah I.
04/17
PH(HOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert cu~tom black-artd-whitc processing, printing.
FiiH.'·grain or push-processing of film. Contact sheets
or CU'Itom proofs. High quality enlargements,
... mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
price<;. Advice if asked. A·Photographer, 265-2444,
1717 Girard BJ ..·d. NE.
04/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, JD pllotoo;. Lowest
priceo;; in town. foast. pleasing. Cali26S·2444 or come
lo 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A·Photograph(!r,
04128

UNM BOOKSTORE SALE now in progrc.~s. 04/14
BERNALILLO COUNTY YOUNG Republicans will
have an open mecling Apr!ll7th at 4201 Carlisle NE
UI7:JO pm, 268·9224,
04/17
THE SUMMER OF 1978? A slim summer7 Thelma
Brown, the English founder of the nationally known
Silhouette SUmming Club Ltd,, of Great Britain i.~
here in Albuquerque. She has assisted '!Potentiality
Inc." to rroduce i1 H Potentially Slimming
Workshop" in which there are absol\Jt~ly no produl;'tS
inY(IlYed and no special diets. There will be much
class panicipat~on and new'understanding as to what
slimming is REALLY about. A special student
workshop will be conducted, beginning Monday,
April 17, 7;30 at lhe 'Potcndality Center', 2$03
Washillgton NE, (WaShington/Menaul). The
workshop will be conducted every Monday nite for
si11 weeks. Special student fee $20. Participation
limited. For further information contact Thelma
Brown at 897-0029.
04/17
FREDDIE LAKER JR.--Bu_t I had my heart set on
Pojoaque, NMI S~hwering,
04/17

SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10, You bl.!y parts. Bob, 2654054, 265·3225,
04121

4,

HOUSING

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking
and cleaning, you do the studying, 303 Ash NE, 2432881.
04/17
ROOMMATE WANTED. $108 per month. Call
04/18
Bruce at 2\18-7566 or 294-4363 for info.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2-bdrm apartment . .5-minutes from UNM, $95/monlh plus Vz
phone, Lau.ndry, Move In May Jst. Ca114:00~6:00 pm'
weekdays 265·078 I.
04/J 7
ROOMMATE NEEDED: LARGE NE houso,
Fireplace, nice neighborhoocJ, $163. Prefer nonsmoker. Must like animals. 298-3296 early AM or late
PM.
04/17
MALE, NON-SMOKER, VEGETARIAN, wanted to
share spacious NW Valley home. $125. 898-4321
evenings.
04/17

LADY, HAVE YOU said "Hi" to the roses? They
mi.~s you very much and so do I. Love, Mike.
04/18

VISITING PROFESSOR AND family, ver}' stable,
from ·canada, wishes to rent 3 or 4 bedroom house,
furnished, for summer months. Call 265·0146. 04/19

REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. lnstruclion available. Albuquerque Bike Co·
Oil, i06Girord SE, Room 117,265-5170.
04/18

SUMMER APARTMENT·· June 9-August 10. Ten
minutes from UNM. Fully furnished. $95/month.
217 1867,
04/17

LOST&FOUND

STUDENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
minutes to UNM, kids, pets, $150. 262-1751, Vall_ey
Rcnluls, $30 fcc.
04/21

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss

BIKE TO CLASS, fully carpeted 2 bedroom, kids,
pet~ $115. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/21

LOST: BLACK CAR Dease with UNM !D's, military
I D's, illld other miscellaneous cards,~ Need
desp,.erately. No questions asked. Jane Quesnel, 2432368,
04121

BEAT THIS I bedroom, collage, appliances, $35, no
lcas:e. Call262~175l, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/21

2.

I FOUND SOME BABY clothes and pants In lheeast
parking lot. Please identify. Call Tina, 268~7510.
04119
FOUND: SHEPHERD·AUSTRALIAN shepherd
cross? Male puppy, 4/11 1 Mitchell Hall area.
Looking for his master. Call345-3835. He's waiting
04/19
for you,
FOUND: RED NOTEBOOK in B & AS Room 100,
Identify and claim, Rm. lOS, Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND: STEPHANIE liMMERMAN'S bank
book in Marron Hall. Please claim in Rm. 105,
Marron Hnll.
04/21

3.

SERVICES

ROOMY 1 BEDROOM furnished apartment. utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898·1254,
04/28
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment. Good
clean quiet place, $125 plus utilities, no pets, no kids.
883·8155,
04/21
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co-op, small
eo·ed residence ncar campus, 3 meals· daily, single &
double' rooms. 247-2515.
04/21·

5.

FOR SALE

SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS .. Brand New-complete home fire protection S)'stcm. MUST SELL
Valued m $360, asking $190, or good offer. life-time
guarantee. Movable unit if you move. For more
details, cull 8!-13-8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00pm and
wl!ckends.
1fn
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxcll· C-90 blank
UD: $3.25. UDXL: S4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 2S6-1495,
04117

ea5~cltes!

1971 RENAULT 16. Runs good, air cond., AM, FM,
radio, autom. Caii26.S-9650, Peter.
04120

MEN'S 10-SPEED PEUGEOT. Excellent condition.
While frame.
c\·enings.
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787.

1rn
ROTOTILL! NO BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
availublc, Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING DY professional, 242-2266.
.
04/21
SUMMER STORAGE FOR your goods. Bring this
ad for special $9.38 per month 5 X 7 unil. 242-1100,
U·Stor·lt Corp.
04/25

$115. MUST sell. Call 243·4123
04118

'72 DATSUN F'ASTDACK, Top condition. New
tire~. bauery, clutch. $1250 or best offer, Must sell.
Call88 1-6852 after 5 pm.
04118
LOW PRICES ON BICYCLE pans and acce~-;ories:.
L:xpcrt bicycle repair al reasonable J'lfit!eo;;,
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, tOG Girard SE. Room 117,
265-5170.
04118
1973 VW BUG FOR SALE. Good condition. Radio.
Call Rachel at 843-7370 after 6 pm.
04/20

UNITED Feature Syndicate
friend
50 "Balderdash!"
Friday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Constellation 51 New York
4 Quota
team
F AC E
p A T E S
J A ws
9 ----- Rouge 52 Markets
I D l E
A B0 0 E
AG H A
14 Textile
54 The PenF 0 U L
S E R I N
screw pine
tateuch:
E S T E AS
s c 0
Var.
15 Reads
T A E AD
rfii ,!' ~ _E
carefully
56 Auoment
p R l! S A G E S
A
D
16 Tete-----: 60 Zodiac sign
p E A C H
LA A
T 0 p A z
In private
61 Means of
0 T E S
S L 0 E S
L E V I
17 Whilsunday . accomplishM A 0 AM
S l I p s
N 0 N
19 Social rank
ment
WE B
D A E A Ml N G
62 Deprive of
20 Indolent
C A
~ 0
S A T I N
21 Russ. comrank
L A X AC E A
K I s s E 0
munity
64 Doclrine of
I o I 0
A L A T E
s 0 AE
22 Goddess of
the select
F A o IS I M A L A AI E L I s
the dead
few
F A EjE l E y E A sl 0 A N K
23 Outmode
66 Ms. Ryan
24 Loses color 67 Lazy ----11 Seer's
37 Pressure:
66 No: Scot.
medium
26 Calendar
Prefix
abbr.
69 Mountain
12 N.Y. Giants 40 Having no
29 Mal de--cham
abode
31 Ha\'e dinner 70 Put out
great
42 Closer to
71 Airline abbr. 13 Originally
32 Gross
named
the end
weig htinDOWN
18 Vibration
cremenl
1 Swift
-"--__
a
45
Amasses:
2
24
daisy
words
33 Annuity
2 Circus ring
36 Knife thrust
48 Inquiring
3 Edouard
25 Old Gr.
38 ---angelica:
-----:Fr.
coins
53 Unfettered
Organ stop
· ter
55 Of
sheep
palM
27 Ordinary
39 Tule
56 Reoccupied
4 Sennet
speech
41 Mosllrile
5 Ad---: For 28 Authoritative
a chair
43 Gay
this purpose
reference
57 Having guns
nineties,
6 Fragrance
books
59 Foil's relae.g.
7 Lives . 30 Flightless
live
44 Seek
8 True cop1es:
birds
61 Make loans
Law
33 Steel girder 62 --- Winslon
bargains
46 Expunges
g Wild party: 34 Doclor's
Churchill
47 Nick
Slang
he/per
63 Prefix for
Charles' dog 10 Bear wit35 Made a
angle or pod
49 Man---: My
ness
noise
65 Summer tint
ACROSS

~~ ~ ~

~

SPIHNG CLl;:ARANCE SALE on bicycles and
accessories to make room for a new shiptni,!f!t of
Rnleigh bicycles. R.C, Hall~ll's,843·9378.
04121
FOR BSA FREAKS: 650cc Thlinderbunder in likenew condition. $1,250 or good offer. 843-9378. 04121
OOLEX OUTFIT, LATEST model, absolutely mint,
n1any accl;sories, mosr not unpacked, foLir lens, ma11
box., tripod, fader, etc. Trades accepted, Can buy for
cash at less than 1/3 current price. Wilson Camera,
3107 Central NE.
04/17

BRITRAIL PASSES 1 EURAJL posses, and
European summer event schedules available at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE, 255·
68)0,
04121

GUITAR AMPLIFIER, KUSTOM, 100 walls, 2
channels, reverb, tremolo, screaming sustain.
Excell~nt condition. $150.00, 345-6074.
04/20

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. ~44-6470
after 6 pm. Gnry Abeyta.
04/24

••fOR SALE, THE WAGER, staning Apri121."
04/17
1964 VOL~SWAGEN, MUST sell, $300. 277-4795,
04/21
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET-·Rommcl's Afrika
· Korps, Mint condition. Must sell. A.sking $1.50, 2432368,
04/28

SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 255-3367, TODAY,
04120
SINGER FUTURA Top-of-the·line. Slightly used but
.~till lll!der warranty, Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly
$800, now $1 SO cash, 296·5 II 5.
04/18

MAGNO VOX RECORD PLA YE!>/SPEA~ERS
$75. Good condition.·Ciill299-9044 evenings. 04121
'74TR-6$3500, 243-4601.
04/17

NOW IS THE TIME to open your summer business
in Dowmown Albuquerque. Start weekend.~ or nonclass days for $7.00, When you're ready, the rmu is
$100.00/rno11lh/stall, Studio~ and offices, also
available: $35, $50, $60,. $125, $200 momh.
DOWNTOWN BAZAAR, Rosenwald Building.
Fourth and Central. 242-()166, 298-6046.
04121

BLUE I 970 MAZDA wagon. 4 eyl., 4·specd, mag.
rims, side pipes, stereo. Looks and runii sharp. MU!il
sell, $750. Call898-3804 evenings.
04/17

million budget

RIDES AND RIDERS !W~ilablc at lntercontinemal
Travel Centre. Share gas and driving. 107 Girard SE,
26~-9860.
04/21

UNM ATHLETIC DEPT BUDGET
Revenue

I

USA THUNDERBOLT, 650 cc., all chrome, riew
front end; good tires, br<l.kes, Runs great. Asking
04/l7
$600,255-2921,
HONDA CB-.175 1971 Electric start. Runs good.
$275. Call277·2464, usk for Mark.
04/19

COMPLETE HAM RADIO Station. Details l66w
9653. .
04/19

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Makers of Hand Made

Indian Jo~·;clry
OLDTOWN

I

OVERSEAS JOBS-~SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,

S. America, Australia, Asia, etc, AU fields, $500·

I

$1200 monthly, expemes paid, sightseeing. Free
· information.-- Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept, NO,
Bcrkely, Ca. 94704.
()4/28,.
NEED MONEY? WE need you. IS Ius. per week.
3,50/hr. Call294-2064,
04/25
RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager UStor-11 Corp. Weekends plus, Record keeping
required. J:;'or appointment call266-8580.
04/25
HELP

WANTED:

EXPERIENCED

Sc~retary,

The revenue tram basketball ticket sales is expected to
skyrocket $264,000, from $686,000 to $950,000.
Another expected source of major revenue is the
BRA~'\Ig inflation factors, the Athletic Department
anticpated jump from $200,00 to $312,000 in football
has submitted a $3.12 million 1978-79 budget to the
ticket sales. The toal amount of revenue expected from
administration - the largest athletic budget ever.
the
football program is $802,000. The· total amount of
Football and basketball comprise almost half of the
revenue expected from the basketball program is
budget, which is up $322,200 from the 1977-78 $2.8
$1 '193,000.
million budget. The figures still need approval from
Other individual proposd budgets are:
the admipistration, but Athletic Director Lavon
-Administrative
increases $37,961 to $533,085;
McDonald said he anticpates very little change.
-Baseball increases $4,908 to $57,733;
-Golf increases $4,020 to $29,620;
The generous football budget will jump from
-:-Gymnastics increases $3,408 to $43 ,099;
$885,638 to $967,060. The roundball budget leaps ·
-Skiing, increases $1,752 to $12, 185;
from $495,124 to $533,085. The total budget for
-Swimming increases $12,406 to $36,427;
women's athletics climbs from $291,000 to $386,500.
-Tennis increases $5,864 to $30,320;
Women's Athletic Director Linda Estes said, "This is
-Track increases $8,660 to $81 ,370;
a lot less than we need, but it's certainly a budget I can
-Wrestling increases $4,496 to $43,265;
live with."
-Sports information office increases $10,443 to
McDonald said most of the increase was "due to
$68,526;
inflation."
-Chaparrals and cheerleaders each increase $2,000
Most of the proposed increase in the budget will be
to $4,000;
offset by an expeoted leap in revenues from basketball
-Fringe benefits including social security increases
ticket sales. Season ticket prices for bleacher seats will
cost $70 next year and chairback season tickets will sell
$11,600 to $129,800, and;
-Bond retirement stays level at $300,000 while
for $90. This year, the chair back tickets sold for $80 or
special services does the same at $20,000.
$70 while the bleacher season tickets set you back $50.

By TIM GALLAGHER

·· ··. :,;,;;\~~ l

$420,000 ·$450,000
STUDENT FEES
40,000
40,000
PARKING
GIFTS & GRANTS
30,000
40,000
6,000
6,000
MINOR SPORTS INCOME
32,000
32,000
BASKETBALL RADIO & TV
686,000 950,000
BASKETBALL TICKET SALES
BASKETBALL TICKET ADV.
2,500
3,000
15,000
15,000
BASKETBALL CONCESSION
BASKETBALL GUARANTEE
3,000
3,000
90,000 100,000
BASKETBALL INVITATIONAL
120,000 162,000
FOOTBALL RADIO & TV .
GIFTS & GRANTS OPTIONS ON PRESS SEATS 157,000 140,000
F001'13ALL TICKET SALES
200,000 312,000
FOOTBALL TICKET ADV,
3,000
2,500
FOOTBALL CONCESSION
20,000
20,000
FOOTBALL GUARANTEE
220,000 145,000
FOOTBALL PRESS BOX SEAT
30,000
20,000
SWIM.CLUB
I0,000
12,000
SPECIAL SERVICES
20,000
20,000
STATE APPROPRIATIONS
480,100 I 524,200
STATE APPROPRIATIONS- WOMEN
113,306 125,000
$2,800,00() '£3, 122,200

perm:ment, part-lime, $3,00 hr. Hours afternoons &
Saturdays. Must pass secretarial test. Call 268-5588
for appointment.
04/18
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH TECHNICAL
background to do bibliographic/literature searching
pnrt-time. Tcl."hnQ!ogy Application Center, 2500
Central SE. 277·3622; Ask for Margie HlaYa. 04/19

New Mex·ica

EXPERIENCED COC~TAIL WAITRESSES ror
eono,.·emion April 27,28,29,30, Good wages, ranta'itic
lip~. Call247-406l aflcr 7:30pm.
04/21

7.

•••••••

DAILY

$180 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCULARS! Stan
Immediately. Free detnils. Hunter. 1344A Balboa,
Snn Franci~co, CA. 94118.
04l2!

.

The question is: Can $3
million bucks buy a winning
football team 7

'

Tuesday, April 18, 1978

TRAVEL

OUR C:HARTERS MAKE ~:cnt~. lntcrcontincnwl
Trn\CI Centre, 107 Girard SE, 265-9860,
04,21

Modern Revere.
saddles up agatn

Take me
to your part~
Free.

BOSTON (UPI) - A modern
day Paul Revere dre~sed in cape
and tri-cornered hat dodged cars
and clattered his way on horseback
from Boston's old North Churcl} to.
Lexington Monday, in a traditional
observance of Patriots Day.
"Revere" was played this year by
Lawrence ·Herman. His ride was
l'ollowcd by a rc enactment of the
more successful ride of William
Dawes, Jr., another 1775 was hero.

I'm the new Bose Model 360 Direct/Reflecting®
Component Music System, and I'm available. For
your party. Free.
Call your Bose Campus Manager (you'll find the
number below), and make the arrangements. You'll
find you get the most powerful sound you've ever
heard out of my bookshelf-size speakers. Clear, clean,
extraordinarily life-like sound. Now, I don't want you to
think f'1n cheap, butfor your party, I'm absolutely free.

Artist wins
fellowship·
The 1978 D.H. Lawrence
Summer Fellowship has been
a warded to Karen Hillier by a
committee of UNM English
professors.
Hillier is a widely exhibited
painter, photographer and designer
who currently teaches at Texas
A&M University.
The fellowship is awarded annually to a recipient who has done
excellent work in literature and the
arts. The artist is given a stipend to
Jive and work one summer at
UNM's D.H. Lawrence Ranch
north of Taos.

VI

Direct/Reflectinglf speakers shape the sound to fit your room,
surrounding you ·With music no matter where you sit.

,;: '

The Monday holiday commemorates Revere's ride on April
19, 1775.
"Dawes" - Ronald E. Breault
- began the riqe from Boston's
Roxbur'y section with a second cry
of "the British are coming," as
"Revere" was being captured by
the British in Lexington.
Th~ weather wa~ cool and cloudy
as Eastern Massachusetts residents
celebrated the colonial holiday- On
Sunday night, the two-lantern
signal was made in the old North
Church tower.

".
<,;- ••

;~'•I" r

•

"
......~,~,

'"·':·

A recreation of the British 1Oth
Light Regiment of Foot was also
due to arrive at Lexington Green
Monday after marching from
Boston to recreate the first battle of
the Revolution,
Troops mustered in the mormng
to re-enact the "shot heard round
the world" in Lexington, and the
battle at the Old Bridge in Concord.
Parades and flag raising
ceremonies were also to be held in
Boston, Lexington, Concord and
Arlington. A memorial was also to
be held in the downtown Boston
grave of Paul Revere in Granary
Burying Ground.

Photo by J•anetle King

Out like a iamb?

Old power plant gives way to mechanical engineers

Two buildings to fall to wrecking ball.

"Graduation Color
Portrait Special"

Photo by John Ihrig

One 8"Xl0"
$27.50
Four 4 "X5"

by ANNA POOLE
UNM will be losing two buildings to the wrecking ball late this summer
or early next fall said university architect, VanDorn Hooker.
Hooker said the Art annex and the mechanical engineering shops and.
labs building will be razed to make room for the$ 4 million, 780-thousanddollar Mechanical Engineering building slated for construction.
Hooker said the preliminary plans for the four-story building will be
presented to the Regents on April21 by the architectural firm of Pacheco
and Graham.
The art Annex built in the early 1900's was the original power plant for
the university before housing the drama department. It is now being used
by sculptors in the art department, Hooker said.
The building now used for mechanical engineering shops was built,
Hooker said, in the 1930's and was used for a depression-period project
called the National Youth Administration Program. The building wa' later
converted to classrooms and later to shops for the engineers.

Other packages available. We
invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel that
after you do, you'll come to'
Photo Service. Don't
delay! For further details call
277-5743 or come by
1820 Las Lomas, NE
Campus Manager: Dennis Strause
883-3847

I

•

Rodgers
wins
race,
! Apodaca·exhausted
.....

Weed makes

World News

a dandy wine
With spring and summer comes
dandelions, but these weeds hated
by gardeners can be used to
compliment your Christmas dinner.

@l

.,.,

..J

BOSTON (UPI) ~Bill Rodgers,
im
unknown when he set the record
~
q in 1975 today won his second
0
u Boston 'Marathon in a quick,
unofficial time of 2: 10: 13.

Rodgers - striding strongly on a
cool, overcast day which he likes so
well - outpaced Texas seminarian
Jeff Wells by 40 feet at the finish
line in one of the closest endings in
the race's 82-year history. Finland's .
Esa Tikkanen was third.

~

Gov. Jerry Apodaca finished the
race two hours behind the winner
.-{ and was given first-aid for
~ exhaustion after he crossed the
8! finish line.

z
;!:

Pose as deaf mutes

Kidnap suspects run

LONDON (UPI) Scotland
Rodgers passed up the 1976 race Yard said Monday former beauty
in order to qualify for the U.S. queen Joyce McKinney and her
Olympic team and last year alleged accomplice in the "sex-indropped out of the Boston event· chains" kidnapping of her Mormon
missionary boyfriend.;nay have fled
Apodaca said, "You have to live after 18 miles on a warm and to Canada posing as aeaf mutes.
through it to understand the pain of muggy day.
McKinney, 27, has been missing
the last few miles."
since Wednesday when she jumped
A record field of 4,674 official bail rather than face trail on charge
The govenor's office said entrants and another 1,000 run-ons
Apodaca finished the race in 4 particpated in the 26-mile, 385-yard of kidnapping 21-year-old Kirk
Anderson, who said she forced him
hours, 10 minutes.
race.
to have sell with her.
A Yard spokesman said two
people answering .the descriptions
of McKinney and Keith May, 24,
THERE'S NO TIME LIKE
who allegedly aided in the kidnapping, took Air Canada flight
THE PRESENT
874 from Shannon, Ireland, to
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE
Montreal and . Toronto last
Wednesday.
VISTA
There was no immediate official
comment from the Royal Canadian
Sign Up Now For Interview
Mounted Police on whether the
Seniors/Grads
couple was believed in Canada.
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall
In Dublin, an Irish police
spokesman said the two people who
Reps On Campus '\-Ved-Thur Aprill9-20
flew to Montreal from Shannon.
carried British passports and appeared to be deaf mutes. They
indicated to emigration officials
they were going to look for work in
Canada, he said.
They travelled under the names
J.O'Connor and A. McGowan, the
.
.
spokesman said.
May and McKinney failed to
report to police as required as a

THE SCHOLARSHIP
THAT PAYS YOUR WAY
INTO A CAREER.

condition of their bail on Thursday.
Their disappearance was made
public Saturday.
Members ot' Parliament reacted
angrily Monday to alleged police
inaction, which they charged

If a two-year scholarship that leads to a job after graduation sounds good to you, here's your chance.
If you are a college sophomore, you can earn a sch?l.arship worth up to $10,000. Naval ROTC pays full t~t~on
during your junior and senior years, books, fees, and hvmg
expenses of $lOP a month for ten months each ye¥. ·
'Ib qualify, you must have above a C average (;l..~ ou.t of
4.0) or better. You must pass a Navy physical exarrunat10n.
And it helps if your major is math, sc!ence ~r enginee!!?g.
The deadline for application is May I, 1978,Contact your
local Navy Recruiter or see the Professor of Naval Science
on your campus.

NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM
(505) 766·2335

V~>l.

82
38!401

- The New Mexico Dally Lobo is pubUshed
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the University year and weekly during the sum:
mer scsslon by the Board of Student
Publications of the Unh·crsity of New Mexico.
'and is not financ.l.o.lly associated With UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87131. SubscripUon rate Js $10.00 for
the academic year.
.
The opinions expr15Sed on the editorial
pages of the Daily L<Jbo are those of the author
solely. Unsigned opinion is that of the editorial
board of the Dally Lobo, Nothing printed in the
Dally Lebo necessarily represents the views of
the University of New Me;xiro.
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Pronto's Chicken Basket

provided the fugitives "a 36-hour
head start."
McKinney, a native of Asheville,
N.C. and 1973 Miss Wyoming entry
in the Miss World beauty contest,
was scheduled to go on trial May 2
at the Old Bailey criminal court.

Documents show
forced return

WASHINGTON (UP!)
Documents delcassified Monday by
the national archives shed light on
how British and American forces
bowed after World War II to Soviet
demands for the forceful return of
thousands of Russian citizens
. captured by the Germans.
In one incident the papers
showed, 300 Russians- aware of
the fate that awaited them fought with their fists against their
armed British ·and American
escorts. About 100 died.
Although their escorts carried
machine-guns and automatic
weapons, the unarmed Russians
killed or wounded between 30 and
40, the files said.
In other instances, however, the
records suggest U.S. Army officials
tried to repatriate only those
Russians who wanted to return leading a stream of Russian prote~ts
charging Soviet citizens were being
terrorized by "collaborators" in
their midst while U.S. officials
looked the other way.

Art department may still lack space
I

I

I

The Soviets "felt they have right
under international law to communicate with a national" such as
Shevchenko, said Gross.
But "Mr. Shevchenko reaffirmed
that it was his decision (to refuse
Soviet orders to return to Moscow),
that he had made it entirely of his
own free will, not subject to any
restraint or external coercion."
Russian officials have contended
Shevchenko's action was the result
of "premeditated provocation by
the American intelligence services."

(1/4 Chicken, Fries & Corn on the Cob)
Is On Special

Only $1.20

I

I

By ANNA POOLE
Even though the art department
moved into its new $2Y, million
building three months ago, the
department could be 8,000 square
feet short of space by the fall
semester, the Dean of Fine Arts
Jaid today.
Dean Donald McRae said the
shortage could occur because of the
sche.duled demolition of the Art
Annex 2 and.the necessary vacating
of studios in Marron and Hodgin

Writer
forum
s Ia ted

.
.
.
A symposium o.n IIteratur~ In·
New Mexico, featunng local wnters
and two of France's top contemporary authors, will be held
today·
Sponsored by the modern and
classical languages department and
the
English
department,
"Literature in New Mexico - New
Mexico in Literature" will examine
the state's attraction to writers both
as a place to live and as a subject of
literature.
Jean-Marie Le Clezio and
Nathalie Sarraute, two of the top
three critically acclaimed writers in
France today, will participate in the
symposium. Le Clezio is currently a
visiting professor at UNM and
Sarraute is at UNM to direct one of
her plays for the languages
department.
"We've had lots of French
authors come here and find in·
sp1ration to write," French
Professor Claude-Marie Senninger
said, "like Michel Butor who has
since written extensively about New
Mexico geography and the concept
of New Mexico.
The idea of the symposi urn is that
New Mexico has had a rather
amazing literary tradition for a
state with just a million people in
it," English professor Fred Warner
said. "We'll look at literature here
starting with the journals of the
first travelers through the state on
up to writers like Tom Mayer and
Rudy Anaya."
"Literary CuJ.ture in New
Mexico: The New Mexico Quarterly
and the Image of D. H. Lawrence"
will be discussed at 2 p.m. in Room
JOO of the biology building. At 4
p.m. a concluding round table
discussion on "Writing in New
Mexico Today"will be held in
Room 100.

Halls.
The proposed changes could
leave 80 graduate students without
studio space, said Wayne L11zorik
of the Art Department. "The
administration has our needs and
we are sitting and waiting, "he said.
"We have to move the graduate
students out of Marron Hall to
accommodate the tutorial English
program which is moving in. The.
Alumni Assocation will start
renovating Hodgin Hall and will be
retained for historical purposes, "McRae said.

An undergraduate major in
American studies has been
established at UNM ·effective this

fa~merican

studies department
chairman Sam Girgus said the new
major will be an interdisciplinary
program dealing with the study of
American culture and character.
"Each student will apply his or
her learning to a problem or theme
important to the understanding of
American culture," Girgus said.

NEWMEXICO'h
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on our frames
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VIP'S BIO BOY
SPRINOSALE
Save up to 40% on Big Boy's All-Time Favorites
Now 2 for the combined price of $2.99 (with coupon)

-----------------PATTY I
BIG
I

MELT

BOY

COMBOI
WESTERN'S
THEONE.

The one that will help
you earn money during this
school vacation.
The one that lets you
work when you want, where
you want, and for as long as
you want.
The one that lets you en·
joy the freedom that temporary work offers during vaca·
tions, quarter or semester
breaks, and when you have
free days in your school
schedule.
The one that thoroughly
evaluates your skills and abil·
ities. You're carefully as·
signed to temporary jobs
that are right for you ... and
Western has 300 different
job categories.
Drop in to a Western office and register ... there are
140 across the nation. We'll
show you how Western can
be Number One for you.

Corporate Headquarters:
101 Howard Strset

2 Blocli.s West Of'Oide's

The art department has classes or
offices in the new Art building, the
Fine ·Arts Center, the old Art
building, the Crafts Annex, Sara
Reynolds Hall, Parsons Hall,
Marron Hall, Hodgin Hall and the
old drama annex.

New major set

TEMPORARY SERVICES, INC.

'' 1111 I (Jc\N ,\RRAN(il R"

'
McRae said there are some old
barracks on campus which will be
vacated. The art department could
use them for studio space but
"that's all up in the air. At the end
of the semester we will be scratching around for space."
Lazorik said, "the critical issue is
that the university does not realize
our needs. We want space of a
permartent nature.''
In the past, Lazorik said, the art
department has moved into
buildings abandoned by other
departments.

4121 CINTitAL Nl ,.,_,.. NlleHI ....~IRII

Western

Lower Level

New mexko Union Food Service

Gardener's curse makes tasty wine

A five-inch stack of records of
''Operation Keelhaul" was realed
after years of resistance by British
authorities in London, who finally
agreed to release the same records.
"Keelhaul" was the code name
for the operation in Italy.
Meeting with Josef Stalin at
Yalta in 1945, Franklin Roosevelt
and Winston Churchill agreed
secretly to send back Russians
seized by Actolf Hitler. Some
RussianS'> were prisoners of war,
some were slave laborers, some
never had accepted the Communist
revolution and had taken up arms
against Soviet troops.
The allied leaders apparently.
feared the Russians would refuse to
release Americans and Britons they
had repatriated in moving across
Germany from the east.
A
memo,
from
allied
headquarters in Rome to the
mission of the representative of the
Council of Ministers of the USSR
for the repatriation of Soviet
Citizens from Italy, said:
"About 75 individuals, recently
held in U.S. custody, have been
found to be subject to forcible
repatriation. Rosters of these
persons will accompany shipment.
It is possible that there may be
accompanied by a small number of
volunters and relatives.

minute meeting in the attorney's
New York office was called at the
request of the Soviet embassy in
Washington and that a representative of the State Department sat
in as an "observer." He declined to
identify the participants.
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The wine, a white and delicate "'
country wine, should be ready for O<l
consumption with your Christmas
dinner.
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denies U.S. coercion
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declassificaim~.

Soviet diplomat meets
with Moscow officials;
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) Soviet diplomat Arkady Shevchenko met Sunday night with
Russian representatives and told
them his refusal to return to
Moscow was a decision "of his own
free will" and no "external
coercion" was involved, his lawyer
said Monday.
Shevchenko also wants an "early
opportunity" to meet with his boss,
U.N. Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim, to explain why he
rejected Soviet orders to return
home, said attorney Ernest K.
Gross.
The exact status of the 48-yearold diplomat was unclear.
Waldheim said earlier Shevchenko
was resigning his $87 ,000-a-year
post as the highest ranking Soviet
official in the United Nations, but
Gross denied that at the time.
Gross said Sunday night's 45-

Before the dandelion plant goes
to seed, pick the flowers and,
following a recipe available from
wine-making books, brew a light
wine.
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San Francisco, California 94105
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~------ Salad & Fries
A $4.90 Value
for
Present thiS couoon al any of I he
pJrlotopafong Bog Boy Famtly Reslauranls
m your area and rece1ve 2 Patly
Mell Combos lor only $2 99

2
$ 2 99
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COMBO

A $3.60 Value
Present thiS coupon al any of the
parllttpalmg Btg Soy Famtly Reslauranl5
1n your area and rece1ve 2 Btq Boy
Combos lor only $2 99

2 for
$ 2 99
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Poll to get budget priorities

....
00

The Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs said it will
conduct a poll to find student
priorities for the ASUNM Budget.

Editorial

Steve Sullivan, coordinator of
ORCA, said pollsters will be polling
· students in every area of the
campus using a random digit
sample.

Holocaust revisted
Judging from the first installment of "Holocaust", which aired
Sundav evening, those of us who watched it and will see it to its
.,; con clusior have a bit of soul-searching to do.
"'
The hor·rors of the World W<Jr II Jewish genocide has been rehashed
~
a. and bemoaned often in the last 30 years. But never has the story
reached so many people at one time. There have been numr;lrous books
and documentaries .on the subject, but in our television-oriented age,
·these forms of media have reached far fewer people than a nationallytelevised broadcast.
Watching "Holocaust," one wonders primarily how the Nazis could
be so coldly efficient in their planning and ultimate execution of six
million· people. But one also wonders about the feelings of the victims-the drives and motivations behind actions they are forced to
take.
In one concentration camp scene, an old man and a young man are
sharing a fresh piece of rye brea'd when a camp guard, who is also a
Jewish prisoner, enters the barracks. The guard sees the two tam ished
men stuffing bread into their mouths, and he demands they give it to
him. The men refuse and a scuffle follows in which a fellow prisoner
picks up the discarded bread and shoves it hungrily into h.is mouth.
The guard would not have fought his fellow Jews if he were not
afraid someone would report his delinquency had he not tried to
confiscate the food. If this had happened, he would have joined the
ranks of the non-privileged prisoners and would have been murdered
with them.
II'] another scene, a young Jewish child, convinced there is no hope
for her family to stay alive, runs angrily out of her house, ripping the big
yellow Star of David, th'e designation which all Jews were forced to
wear in public, off her coat.
.
She wanders through.the streets and is spotted by three SS officers,
one of whom notices the remaining threads of the yellow star on her
coat, forces her to the ground, and rapes her. The child becomes
mentally incompetent as a result of the incident.
The officer most likely would not have attacked the child if she were
not a-Jewess; it would have been viewed as a violation of a Christian
woman, but the standards did not hold true for Jews.
We constantly hear about how awful the times were for the Jews and
how tragic the· conditions of their existence was. But it takes scenes
such as these to really bring home what it meant to be branded a Jew in
wartime Europe. It is a reenactment of what one can only understand if
he has had the expeirence. "Holocaust" is giving that experience; and,
while it is bbviously not a firsthand experience it provides those of us
who were lucky enough to have been spared the real holocaust a taste
of how what one group of people did to another affected the victimized individual.

Weather report
by Pablo Castanet
Spring pries people loose from the death grip on sanity they maintained all winter, and the people throw parties - sloppy beer busts,
outdoor goat roasts, intimate dinners - anything to get the blood
flowing again. As anyone can tell you, it's the time of year for romance,
for one of those fine and fancy affairs that are doomed from the start,
that languish in the hot sun and soar in the long cool night.
Except for Louis. Only in the fall when mortality and death come
whipping around the corner on the chill wind does Louis even approach
being happy, for him the emotional equivalent of anesthesia.
Throughout the beating of drums and whisper of flutes Louis remians
disdainful ~ ponderous poet, philippic philosopher drunk and dirty
Diogonese.
They would ask him, "Louis, why do you have to wade through
cesspools? Why can't you find meaning in a good bottle of Bordeaux?
In short, why do you have to act like a foul, vicious drunk?"
Louis would sneer, "Why do I have to suffer fools?"
Now, to be fair, Louis isn't the kind of heartsick freshman who struts
and frets like the Prince of Denmark. He doesn't lay around soaking up
misery like a sponge. No, he stalks it - in sleazy bars, in the gutter, in
cheap coffee-houses, in back-rooms and alleys and in his shorts on the
front porch. Like a bloodhound, he runs it to the ground.
"I am disillusioned and weary," he groaned. "Tired to the bone. The
thousand petty lies and rationalizations, the mean and small-spirited
with their cheap, untraveled philosophies and second-hand opinions,
the murderous banaltiy and bad taste: all people suffer as surely as a
character in a Russian novel, but it's those little things that send you to
an early grave."
"Louis," they told him, "contrary to bartenders and cabdrivers, not
everyone suffers. At least not like you. Some people are actually happy,
understand? So lay off it."
Again he sneered.
Then, wonder of wonders, Louis went to a dinner party. Drunk, of
course, but before he reeled inside he p~used to watch the sunset, a
spectacular burst of gold and pink and salmon-colored light and sky.
And the sunset gave way to a seductive night sky, the stars waxing
bright, a fragrant breeze stirring the trees. Hmm, he thought.
And Louis met a woman at the party. They talked and danced the
night away, then finaly fell laughing into bed together.
The next day Louis had beatific smile on his face, the first in recerit
memory, and though genuine it looked as out of place as lipstick on a
duck. He even went so far as to make a date with herfor the ballgame.
Louis has no more knowledge of baseball than the baseball itself, but
the idea of sunshine and green grass and warm crowd of people appealed to him, so much that when, during the game, a whining kid
attended by a bullet-head of a father threw up on his lap he merely
smiled.
But someone should tell him to wipe that disgusting smile off his
face, for there is nothing sorrier in the world than a good man whose
spirit has been broken. ----.

Sullivan said ORCA was conducting the poll "bcquse of the
resounding disapproval of the
budget and to get some concrete
and definite ideas about student's
priorities concerning the budget."
Sullivan said ORCA could also
use some "impartial polling
volunteers." The polling will be
done today and tom morrow.
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PHotos by John Ihrig

Bikes to Big Macs, Henry's to the King
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Letters

Informed commentary
Editor:
In response to the letter of J. Speer entitled "Heartwarming Event"
(4/13/78) I shall supplant his uninformed commentary with useful
intelligence.
A major consideration in choosing a poet for the series is notoriety.
We cannot strive to bring the unknown poet to the stage because she,
or he, has not yet displayed professional adequacy. With our token
budget we are forced to discriminate and search for a "deal." Perhaps it
is true that we have never read the finest poetical works ever written,
for these may have been unrecognized, but we must utilize what we
have cherished.
Robert generously read in accord with a great tradition (and was
vastly underpaid) of which he is a central part. What little money we
have is used exclusively to present the best poets to be found and to
treat them with courtesy and well-deserving respect. Unfortunately Mr.
(Ms.?) Speer, our event does not seem to have been brainwarming in
your case.
May I suggest that you recover your poetical texts from the attic in
which they are undoubtly stored and read? Remember, Wordsworth
not money's worth,
Being Affrighted Hereat,
Randall Michael Pierce
ASUNM Poetry Series
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Protest of the deaf
Editor:
Fifteen hours every week a "part-time" instructor in the communicative disorders department stands and lectures to an ever
growing group of eager students. The class I'm talking about is sign
language and the "part-time" instructor is Phylis Fletcher.
When I started taking sign language last semester I tried to find this
"part-time" instructor in her office. I was not successful because she
teaches five classes in a row every Monday, Wenesday and Friday.
Since she is always thoroughly prepared, that leaves Tuesday and
Thursday to prepare three different lesson plans. This is not fair to the
students. Further, it is not fair to a deaf instructor who is being used. I
just don't understand how UJI.JM can work someontl more thfln most
full time instructors.
It is time for this University to stop taking advantage of this "parttime" instructor and more importantly, to stop taking advantage of the
deaf.
P.S.-If you want to sign up for perhaps the best course in the
University you better do it in pre-registration because it is usually closed
by open registration. But be prepared to work your ass off and love it.
Charles Rehberg
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Love conquers
Editor:
Shamel Shame! on Lords who smother true romancers.
Away with those whom callous greed demeans!
The Shepherd and the milkmaid knew the answers,
And cast their lots for Thespis' fragile dreams.
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A public lecture on "New
Methodology for Program System
Design" will be delivered today at2
p.m., in room 201 of Tapy Hall.
Admission is free.
Red Grooms, an internationally
exhibited painter, sculptor and
filmmaker, will give a talk accompanied by illustrations tonight
at 8 in room 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center. Admission is free.
The Southwest Maternity Center
is sponsoring a discussion on
pospartum adjustment and care of
the newborn tonight at 7:30 at 504
Luna NW. Any interested persons
are welcome to allen d.
Raul Rodriguez from the
National Action Agency in
Washington D.C. will speak on the
Peace Corps, Vista and other
Action opportunities tonight at
7:30 at the Chicano Studies Center,
1815 Roma NE.
The principles of data base
design will be discussed Wednesday, April 19 from 1-3 p.m. in
room 148 of the UNM computing
center. The speakers will be John
and Diane Smith of the University
of Utah.

PLACE
Potters Room
Sheraton Old Town
SUBJECT
60 minute film presentation of the American
K-2 Expedition, 28,250
feet in the Karakorum
range.

90.1
Tuesday, Apri118
7:30 p.m. - People of the Dream
Time: A report on a trip across the
Australian continent.
9 p.m. - Home of Happy Feet:
Folk music.

RepsOn

by Garry Trudeau

• Admission free, no host bar.
• Director of Rainier Mountaineering Guide Service since 1951.
• Design and Testing Consultant for JanSport since 1972.
• Climbed Mt. Rainier over 100 times, in addition to other peaks
in the Northwest and Mt. McKinley.

The Peace Corps .. ,

Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
2nd Floor
Vista Hall

WilliamJ. Martin
Director, Popejoy Hall

DATE
Wednesday, April 19
TIME
6:30PM

Share your skills and experience
and gain an understanding of
other cultures, other ways.

The World yet loves true lovers unrepentant.
Affection blossoms mid the drought of things,
Rejoice! Romance has never been dependent
Upon the flatulence of fatted kings.

Meet LouWhittaker

The Student Council for
Exceptional Children will conduct a
bake sale Wednesday,.April 19 on
the north mall of the SUB.

A MIND BLENDING
EXPERIENCE

That flaming love affiar, nigh unrequited,
Stills moulders, embers flowing, hopes reborn.
All Hail! The lovers be now reunited,
And chastened solons now adorn the horn.

.;.i ,.

The design of an ele>:trostatic,
ion/electron spectrometer for laserproduced plasma measurements
will be discussed today at 2 p.m. in
room 303 of the Farris Engineering
Center. The speaker; Clinton J.
Shaffer, is a graduate student in the
chemical and nuclear engineering
department.

Wed-Thur

19-20

COURTESY OF:

untain
rts LTD.
Fair Plaza Shopping Center
San Pedro and Lomas NE
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The SUB Film movie 'Guide

Weekend }rip Bad

The film program begins this week with an unusua\ opportunity for
those of you who, for whatever reason and to whatever e)ltent, have held a
movie camera in your hand and started the frames passing through the
gate. Whetl)er you have a complete work in film, some uncut footage, or
your favorite·h,ome movies, this is your chance to see it on the big screen.
Projection equipment will be available for 16mm, Super 8mm, and single
8mm. Those who would like to show something should be at the SUB
Theatre (south end of the student Union building basement) at 6 or 8 p.m.
Wednesday. The·program will begin at 8 p.m.
On Thursday the committee· will present the masterpiece October or Ten
Days That Shook The World by So;:iet genius Sergei Eisenstein. This film
on the Bolshevik revolution is considered to be Eisentein's masterwork and
is one of the most important and influential works in the history of the
medium.
Friday will be a program of animation including stars such as Bugs
·Bunny, Felix the Cat, and. Betty Boop, to name just a few. There will also
be some animation from European animation centers which tend to have
more serious intent.
Saturday's films will be She Done Him Wrong and The Dentist. The
former stars Mae West and Cary Grant in an early film made before the
censors clamped down on Ms. West and ma!;Ie her a shadow of her former
self. It includes such gems as one of her greetings to Grant-"is that a
pistol in your pocket or are you j11st happy to see me?" The latter movie
stars W .C. Fields in his most risque comedy.

my
Fair·
musical

By MARK SMITH

The .New Mexico Lobo baseball
team came back with three losses
from a three game series against the
number one team in the nation the Arizone State Sun Devils.
But while in the friendlier
confines of Lobo field, Monday,
the Lobos got back on the winning
side with a 24-9 win over Northeastern University.
John Cifelli went three for four,
scored three runs and had four
RBI's. Freshman catcher Duffy
Ryan drove in three RBI's.
In the first of the Arizona State
games Friday night the young
Lobos played with the Sun Devils
for seven innings, but then, fell

By JANE QUESNEL

GOOD INTENTIONS
DON'T GO FAR
WITHOliT GOOD
PEOPLE
Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall

lan Anderson and horses gol~g out to pasture.

Reps On Campus Wed-Thur
Aprill9-20

Jethro Tull: No Benefit.
By RICHARD L. HUGHES
Dedicated to the working horses of Great Britain, Heavy Horses recalls
the days when a good horse was as important as a stack of Marshall an;tplifier's is today. Well, the tractor has put the noble steeds out of business,
and unless Tull gets off their own high horse, they'll soon be put out to
pasture themselves.
Heavy Horses is another attempt to the find the glory of past excellence
for the group. Like others, this attempt just digs a deeper grave, supporting the fact that the best they can do now is merely reduce their rate of
decline.
Recorded clearly, and produced well, the album does sound nice, but
lacks the power that made Aqualung and Thick as a Brick so good. Buried
in the album are some nice parts - after all, considering their proven
talent, they can't help but slip into some nice things - but those are few
and far between. Let's face it, the album is boring-something that makes
good background music.
Apparently, from Tull's past efforts, they have given up on Rock 'n
Roll. As John Evans is not near a.> pretty as Stevie Nicks, Tull is going to
be hurting until they get a shot in the arm from somewhere. But then,
many good high-energy bands follow this pattern; they put out a few
excellent albums then get burned out from touring or whatever and churn
out a set of wet ~oodles that sell on past glory. Tull has made their mark in
the world of music, and it hurts to see them ruining its name.

Old Broadway musicals never
die, they just go on tour.
Lerner and Loewe's musical
stage triumph My Fair Lady stands
as living proof as it rolls into
Popejoy Hall Wednesday, Aprill9
f01 one performance at 8:15 p.m.
Under producer .. Tom Mallow,
My Fair Lady is presently touring
85. cities throughout the United
States and Canada 22 years after it
first captured the hearts of
Broadway audiences and critics
alike.
Edward Mulhare and Anne
Rogers, who starred in the West
Coast revival of Camelot, star in
the current production of this
musical comedy drawn from
George Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion.
Mulhare, a native of Ireland,
succeeded Rex Harrison in the
original New York production as
Professor Henry Biggins, eventually taking the show through the
Soviet Union on a six-week state
department tour. Internationally
known for a career spar.ning stage,
television and motion pictures,
Mulhare is perhaps best known to
American audiences as the
"Ghost" in the TV series The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir.
London-born Anne Rogers is no
stranger to the role of Eliza
Doolittle. Miss Rogers became the
first actees in a musical to win the
Sarah Siddons "Actress of the
Year" award · for -her original
performance as Eliza. Besides
appearing in the musicals like The
Boy Friend, She Loves Me and No,
No, Nanette, Miss Rogers has
recorded several albums and costarred with Charlton Heston in the
television drama Elizabeth the
Queen.
Tickets for this long-standing
audience favorite are available at all
Ticket Master outlets, at $10, $9
and$7.

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

apart.
Down only 2-1 after the sixth and
4-2 in the middle of the eighth, the
Lobo relief pitching then fell apart.
ASU pounded out six runs in a
'tragic eighth as they defeated UNM
l0-2.
Bruce Barber and Danny Muth
were nailed for the six runs but the
loss went to John Cherney (6-3)
who started for the 'Pack.
The Sun Devils two-run rally in
the seventh was led by Hubie
Brooks and Jaime Allen who each
ripped RBI singles in the inning.
Friday was just the beginning of
the tortuous weekend for the
Lobos, as Saturday's double header
turned out to be a nightmare.
The Sun Devils exploded for ten

first-inning runs in the opener to
take a 22-3 victory. The inning saw
15 men bat for ASU, in which two
hit home runs (Jaime Allen and
Greg Stahl).
yhris Bando (younger brother of
major leaguer Sal) and Hubie
Brooks also had three hits each,
with~ four and three RBI's
respectively.
Rob Hoover was the loser as his
record dipped to 3-3. He faced nine
men, and seven of them crossed
home plate.
The Lobos record is now 24-17
overall and 0-6 in Western Athletic
Conference Play. The Sun Devils
now own a 35-6 overall record and
6-0 in WAC play.

"GOING OUT OF BUSINESS"
SALE
Sony-Quasar Televisions, Pioneer-Sansui-Kenwood
Stereo Systems, Speakers. Kirby-Eureka-Hoover, Rainbow, Filter Queen, and all types of Vacuum Cleaners,
'Singer, Bernina- Elna Viking- and all types of Sewing
Machines Microwave ovens, Vacuum Bags 25• per Pk.
Vacuum Belts 254 ea.

A&B SEWING & STEREO
6614 Central·- Across from Fair Grounds
266-5871

Phi Eta Sigma Offers Three $100 Scholarships
Applicants must be members of thjs freshman
honorary who have earned at least 7.0 semester
hours.
Applications available in
Dean of Student Office
1129 Mesa Vista Hall
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The Lobos couldn't win on the road, but back home they won 24-9.

Golfers Happy in Top 10 ·
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A three-mile cross country race,
co-sponsored by Budweiser and the
Intramural department, will be run
at 10 a.m. at the North Golf
Course. A Budman chase t-shirt
will be presented to the first 150
entrants. A $2.00 fee will be
charged to cover the cost of the
shirts.
Awards in each age category17-20, 21-26, 27-37, 38-48, and 49

and over, both male and female-·
will be given to the first place
finishers.
The Budman will be running and
the person who guesses the Budman's time will be given special
awards.
This event is open to all students,
faculty and staff. To enter come on
up to the Intramural office in room
230 of Johnson Gym.

New Coaches
The University of New Mexico
has two new coaches for its
women's athletic department.
Tony Sandoval, who has served
as an assistant track and cross
country coach, was named head
coach of the two sports.
Cathy Lies will now take over the
head volleyball coaching position.
She had been the volleyball coach
as well as the assistant softball
coach.

For Info.
Tel: 2 77-3121

AT TilE l':\,'1\'ERSITY OF :\:E\\' :\IEXICO

The National Tour of the World's Greatest Musical

Artists Give lllusttnted Talks

4501 4th St. N.W.
344-0445

Quality Plants
The Lowest Prices

On Selle: L<lrge Philodendrons
Rubber Plants
Areca Palms

45014th St. NW

344-0445

10% Discount to UNM Students with ID

l

I

Starring Edward Mul'hare & Ann Rogers

Wednesday, Aprill9
ASUNM/GSA
Students '12 Price

A Limited Number of Standing Room Only Tickets
At $5 00 will be available the evening of the Performance
Tickets are Available at Popejoy Hall and Ticket Master Locations

!

!
Visual presentations will accompany talks given by artists visiting the
University of New Mexico department of art this week.
Red Grooms, an internationally exhibited painter, sculptor and filmmaker from New York, is scheduled to show slides and films, and speak on
his work tonight at 8 p.m., in Room 2018 of the Fine Arts Center.
On April 21, Sheila De Bretteville, an internationally exhibited graphic
and interior designer and feminist educator currently with the Women's
Building Community Gallery in Los Angeles, is schedule to speak at 3 p.m.
in Room 2018 of the Fine Arts Center.
Her talk, which is being co-sponsored by the UNM School of
Architecture and Planning, is entitled "The Implied Viewer-User." Her
talk will focus on ideas about design and architecture, and will include
visual presentations.
All lectures are free of charge.

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA
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This scene will be acted out agian April 29.

3 lviiie Race To Be Run
being 16th the first day.
"I was happy to get in the top I 0,
since this is probably the best field
all year except for the NCAA
nationals," Knight said.
Following Mooney was Lobo
freshman John Fields, who shot 70
for a 301 total.
Saturday
Oklahoma State took the team.
with a four-round total of 1134, II
strokes ahead of second-place
Georgia.
Brigham
Young
sophomore Bob Clampett was the
individual medalist with an 11under-par 277. Mooney's final-day
68 enabled him to finish ninth after

The New Mexico Lobos, led by
Mitch Mooney's five-under par
283, finished ninth in the 28-team
All-American Invitational Inter<.:ollegiate
golf
tournament
Saturday.
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Lobos Win 1, Lose 3

BY GAIL ROSENBLUM
The UNM women's softball team was shut out in two of its three
conference games played in Phoenix over the weekend, leaving the LOBO
3-3 in conference play.
"We had a bad weekend," Coach Susan Craig said, "We just didn't
play well at all."
UNM took on top-rated Arizona State and lost 5-0. The Lobos slid past
Arizona in the second game of the conference 6-4.
. Seven errors by the Lobos and three home-runs by New Mexico State
contributed to the other Lobo loss 8-0.
The Lobos meet NMSU again next Saturday at 11:00 a.m. at Los Altos
Park in non-conference play.

The ·Deli Has Cold
Salad Plates Daily
Ready When You Want Them
The Perfect Warm \Veather Lunch
Open 7:00 a.m:-7:15p.m. M-Th
7:00 a.m.-5:00p.m. F
8:00. a.m.-2:00p.m. Sa.

Main Floor
Ne'\v I\lcxico lJnion Food Service
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your fricnds·-cncm~cs, Prizes, publicity, and special
$15 cash reward.
04/19
LADY, HAVE YOU said."Hi" to the rpses? The)•

b;

PERSONALS

1.

ONLY 8 MORE i!lsues of the Daily LOBO, so get
your classified ads in today! Deadline is noon for the
next day's paper. Stop by Marron Hall, Room _105 to
04/28
place your ad, ·
CONTACTS??? POL!SHINO & SOLUTIONS.
CaseyOpucal Company, 255·8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortiQn, Right to Chaos~.
294-0171,
04128
GENERAL CINEMA CORP, discount movie tickets
tfn,
now available, SUB Box Office. $2,50,
CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWEST COM!NO soon!
tfn
ANYONE WHO HAS Made a film and would like to
screen il on Wed, 19th at the Union (SUB) Theater,
call271-2475 or 24)-3614, Please·~ DON'T DELAY

.

w~

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? More Acts o_f Passion"
arc coming! What an escape from the fruslraiions of
impending final exams! See six more ~me-act plays in
UNM's Experimental Theatre April24-29,
04/21
PERin•s PIZZA, DEEP DISH Pizza by the slice
and pan. WE DELIVER. Call 843~9750, (Across
.
04/21
from UNM),
01

,....
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NEW ARRIVALS; CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)·· Bongs (20 per cem off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent off)--cigarette · lighters (20 per cent off),
Transparent window decals (rainbows), All at Pipe &
Tobacco Road, 1078 Cornell SE, M·F 8-6,
04/28
ANNOUNCING, W,G, GANZERLA designer of
contemporary gold & sliver jewelry, now located at
Pipe& Tobacco Roa"d, 1078 Cornell SE, 268-7578,
04/21
SUMMER Fl LM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-acade~ic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker. Gary Doberman,
04!28
266-0863, afternoons.
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, printing,
Fine-grain or push-processing of film. Contact sheets
or custom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
prices. Advice if asked. A-Photographer, 265·2444 1
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 10 phmos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call26S-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
04/28
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned's, Extra Special drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's.
04/18
'~THE GRADUATE COURSE is seducing the
professo'r's wife.'' THE WAGER.
04/18
m LEONARD.
04124
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
campaigr. Work with "People for Pete Domenici."
Call268-2476,
04128
GOING HOME FOR the summer'! Is there a General
Cinemn theater in your town? Why not pick up some
discount movie tickets'l They're good at any O.C.
theater in the U.S. for up to I yr. S2.50 at the SUB
Box Office,
tfn
EVER WANTED TO RIDE in a wheelchair? Come
to DOC's Spring Awarene~s Carnival on WedllCsday
on the mall. Wheelchair races. obstacle courses, and
timed events for non-disabled persons. Challenge

4.

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Exce\le!lt food. (no
limit). Private and double rooms. Maid sen•Jce. 303
Ash NE, 243·2881.
04/18
ROOMMATE WANTED. $108 per month. Call
Bruce at 298-7566 or 294-4363 for info,
04/18
VISITING PROF-ESSOR AND family, very stable,
from Canada, wishes to rent 3 or 4. bedroom house,
FINO YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
furnish~d. for summer months. Caii26S-0146. 04/19
217-5907.
ss
'STUO_ENTS! ENORMOUS 4 bedroom house,
LOST: BLACK CARD case with UNM I D's, military minutes to UNM, kids, pets, $150. 2_62-175 I, Valley
ID's, and other mi1,>cellaneous cards, Need
Rentals, $30 fee.
04/21
desperately, No questions asKed. Jane Quesnel, 243BIKE TO CLASS, fully c~rpcted Z bedroom, kids,
04121
2368.
pets$115. 262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/21
I FOUND SOME BABY clothes and pants in the east
BEAT THIS I bedroom, cottage, appliances, $35, no
par.king lot. Please identify, Call Tina, 268-7510.
lease. Ca11262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/21
04119.
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
FOUND: SHEPHERD-AUSTRALIAN shepherd
04/28
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call 898-1254.
cross? Male puppy, 4/ll, Mitchell Hall area.
.ONE
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
apartment.
Good
Looking for h.is master. Call 345-383.5. He's waiting
clean quiet place, $125 plus utilities, no pets, no kids,
.
·
04/19
for you,
04121
883-8155.
FOUND: STEPHANIE ZIMMERMAN'S bank
FALL SEMESTER: CANTERBURY Co·op, small
book in Marron Hall, Please claim in Rm. 105,
co--ed resiqence neqr campus, 3 ineals daily, single &
Marron Hall.
04/21
double rooms, 247-251.5,
04/21
FOUND: MALE GOLDEN Retriever on cainpus,
2-BDRM,
DEN,
H~SE
w/FP,
large
yard,
freshly
04/24
Call277-32.56 or 268-5279, ask for Meave.
decorated. Real nice! N'ear UNM!_Bases, $32.5/mo., .'
FOUND: LADIES WATCH, Westclox. Found .near
$!25 DD. 3825 Anderson SE. Call 256-9013 for
Orand & Univ.ersity, Cal1766-7636, ask for Lenora,
04/24
exclusive showing.
04/21
ROOMMATE WANTED BY May !. $145 includes
utilities. Looking for responsible. neat female to
share my house. Carole, 262-0506,
04/14

mis!i you·very much a11d so· do I. Love, Mike. 04/18
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. Instruction available, Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106GirardSE, Room 117,,2()S-;S170,
04/18

2.

3.

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES

(.SAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
tfn
Call PENM 842-5200.
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
04/29
scholastic, Charts & tables. 345-2125,
KINKO'S· TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3~minute Pas~port Photos. No appointment.
268-8515,
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787,
tfn
ROTOTI LLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
avallable. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04128
ACCURATE TYPING BY professional, 242-2266.
04121

;;S;-;li'-M;;-M:;;E:;;.R;-;::ST;:;:O;;cR~A;cG;;cE;:-;F:;;O:;;R-y-o-ur-g-o-o"'ds-."'D"'ri,.:ng:;:this
ad for special $9.38 per monthS X 7 unit. 242-1100,
U-Stor-lt Corp.
04/25
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1 164.
04/25
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Dist::ount Prices. 881-4213.
04/28
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC typing. After 6 pm. 88304/19
7960.
VOLVO REPAIR. REBUILT engines, tran~
smissions, curbs, Mike 247-9083.
04/20
SUPER TUNE-UPS, $10. You buy parts. Bob, 2654ll54, 265-3225,
. 04121
BICYCLES!l! BEFORE YOU' buy a bicycle, cher.k
out our prices & quality at The Bike Shop, 811 Yale
· SE, 842-9100.
04/24
TYPING, TRANSCRIBING--296-3 I 38 after 3:00.
04/28
BICYCLES!!! PREPARE FOR the Rio Grande
Valley Tour.. This week's repair special is a must!!
04/24
For details, The BikeShop,842-9100.

TiDY GIRL ROOMER. to share house & patio with
elderly lady: no furniture, own room, kitchen
04/19
priviledges. $100/mo. 268~5201,

5.

FORSALE

SMOKE AND FIRE DETECTORS--Brand New-complete home fire protection system. MUST SELL.
Valued at $360, asking $190, or sood offer. Life-time
guarantee. Movable- unit if you move. For more
details, call 883-8644 evenings from 7 to 9:00pm and
weekends.
lfn
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25, UDXL; $4, Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256-1495.
04/28
YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKA I 6300 10 inch reel to reel tape
deck for just $1000. Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
leave message,
tfn
1971 RENAULT 16. Runs good, air con d., AM, FM,
04/20
radio, aut om. Call26!i-9650, Peler.
MEN'S 10-SPEED PEUGEOT. Excellent condition,
White frame. • $1 IS. MUST sell. Call 243·4123
evenings.
04/18
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. Newtires, battery, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Call 88!-6852after 5 pm,
04/18
LOW PRICES ON BICYCLE parts and acr:essorics.

Expr;:rt

bicycle repair at reasonable prices.
Albuquerqu~ Bike Co·op. 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
265-5170.
04/18

thoroughfare:
ACROSS
UNITED Feature Syndicate
2 words
1 Raises
51 Mahjong
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
6 Sign of sorpiece
row
52 Signed up
10 Alack's
54 Writing impartner
plement
14 Estuary
58 Of unknown
·; 5 Ethnic
name: Abbr.
group
59 Russian
16 Fllexus
name
17 "-----Is
61 Make
Anrn"
reparation
18 ----school
62 Go wild over
19 Forceful
63 Forbidden
from use
outburst
20 Win.l from
64 NCO: lnforan antenna
mal
22 Suggested
65 Snowmobile,'sli;f,'fo-laf,H
24 "Metamorphoses" preauthor
decessor
word
26 Brief en66 Flanders 11 Tether
12
A
the
I
tree
43
Liberation
river
counters
Plants in 44 Spoke
27 Humbled
67 Golfer Lee 13 soil
monotonously
oneself
21 Nothing
31 Tax
Big shot
46
23 Untainted 4 7 Large
32 Some
mamDOWN
25 Where
poems: Var.
mals
trains come
33 Vegetable
1 100 dinars
in
48 Single
concoction
2
Noun
end27
Seize
year's
35 Animal's
ing
28 ----game:
record
foot
3
Where
Fix
it
49
Flock of
38 Chinese
Jasper is: 29 Persian
sheep
Isinglass
Abbr.
poet
50 Evacuate a
39 Ran easily
4
Peruse:
2
30
Deceives
vacuum
40 Remove
words
34 Adjust anew
tube
covering
Kind of
5
Contends
35
Congress
53
41 Music unit
6 Mil. unit
employee
brick: lnfor42 Sheep
7 Frontier law 36 War god
mal
shellers
officer
37 ----End:
55 String
43 Spreads
8 Severe in
London sec- 56 "Picnic"
unchecked
temper
tion
author
44 AMA man:
Place
57
Cunning
9
Covered
a
3g
Informal
news event 40 Of one's
look
45 Most stern
10 Opulent
folks
60 Robot
47 Poor
supply
42 Weatherman's drama

SPRING CL~ARANCE SALE on bicycles and
at.:cessorl~s to make room for a new ~hipment of
Raleigh bicycles. R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378,
04/21
FOR BSA FREAKS: 650cc Thunderbuncter in Hke~
new condition. $1,250 (lr good offer, 843-9378. 04t21
GUITAR AMPLIFIER, KUSTOM, 100 watts, 2
channels, reverb, tremolo, ~creaming sustain.
E'lcel)ent c_onPiti.on. $150.00. 345-6074,
04/20
1964 VOLKSWAGEN. MUST sell, $300, 277-4795.
04121
NAZI OFFICERS HELMET--Rommel's Afrika
Korps, Mint condition. Mus't sell, Asking $150. 2432368.
04/28
MAONOVDX RECORD PLAYER/SPEAKERS
$75", Good condition. Call299·9044 evenings. 04121
HONDA CB·l15 1971 Electric start. Runs good.
$275. Call277-2464, ask for Mark.
04/19
COMPLETE HAM RADIO Statioil. Details 2669653.
04/19
1972 VOLVO WAGON, new automatic tran~ .• AC,
59,000 miles, AM/FM, riew tires, clean. $3300, 8830253.
04124 ~
1972 HONDA CL350, GOOD condition, $475.00.
Caii266-S 102 or 266-8320.
04/24
'74 TRIUMPH TR-6, $3400.243-4601.
04124 '

~-~~.

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE st!Jdents only,
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Frid~y and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yn;, old.
Apply in rJerson, no pho11e calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE,
04128

7.

~000

TRAVEL

OUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE, 26.5-9860.
04/21
BRITRAIL PASSES, EURA.IL passes, and
E;:uropean lillmmer event schedules available at
Intercontinemal Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 255~
6830,
.
04/21

A pair of thrillers, written by two
local authors -- one set in an
Albuquerque high school, the other
with an Indian policeman as the
.protaganist -- were published this
semester.
"Killing Mr. Griffin," written by
Loi~ Arquette under the pen name
Lois Duncan, is a story of a group
of high school students who kill
their English teacher, then bury his
body in the Sandias. Released this
week, the ·book is published by
Little, Brown & CoArquette, who has taught at
UNM for seven years, describes her
latest work as a "psychological
thriller aimed primarily for older
teenagers." She has written 2 books
to date.

Wllragon

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

, SUNCLASS HD'OTS

· Ra}·-Bans, Photo-Chrom~.
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized. ,

Casey Optil;al Co.
(rwxt dnor lu '"&i'y

·

llt·xcdl Drug

Lomas at Washington
255-6329

! Good news about :
:• auto insurance for !•
: college students. !
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

iii

We'd like to insure your car.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
drivers.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
financially strong company offering
important benefits like: convenient
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
and a wide choice of coverages to
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
visit us today for a free, personal
rate quotation and complete infor-

mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. There's
no obligation, of course.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
!I

•

•
•

0 Female
Male
Name __________________ Age _____ o
00 Single
Married

Address---------------------------APt.# _____
City________________state

&

Zip _______________

Occu pation _____________________ Spouse ·s

Occupation---------~----

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS:
Yes 0 No 0 How many? __________
Been involved in an accident?
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes 0 No 0
Been convicted of a traffic violation? Yes 0 No 0 How many? __________
Give brief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

Model
No~
Body Style
Car Yr Make (Granada, Dart, etc.) Cyl I(sedan, 2-dr, etc J
1
2
List all additional drivers in your household:
Age

Relation

•
•

I

Call or Write:
•
881-1687
•
7200 Menaul Boulevard •
Albuquerque
•
New Mexico 87110
••
Criterion 1
Insurance •
Company

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.

Male or
Female

"The Listening Woman,"
concerns a Navajo policeman who
uses his cultural background in
addition to a college education to
solve a crime.
Written by T.ony.~.Hillerman,
professor of journalism and
assistant to UNM President
William Davis, the book has been
chosen as an alternate selection for
the Book-of-the-Month Club ..
Michele Slung, reviewer for the
club, said about Hillerman's ninth
novel, "There is an added pleasu~e
in Hillerman: the Navajo lore is
rich and magical, giving the story
very special rhythm and pattern."
Hillerman said his books have
been sold in Sweden, Germany,
Japan and England.

Married
%of Use
or Single Car #1 Car#2
%

%

%
%

%

%

Days per week driven to
work:
Car#1--Car#2-One way mileage·
Car#1--Car#2---Location of car if different
from above address:
Car #1 City·------State _ _ _ _ _ __
Car #2 CttY·-----State
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Dorm rates remain same
yet operating costs rise
by DEBBffi LEVY

•

By DOLORES WOOD
Eliminating duplication of effort and developing long-range plans for
the university computer system are the priorities for a new UNM associate
vice presidentAn example of the significance of computers to university life was the
creation this February of the post" Associate Vice President for Computer
Services and Information Systems."
Dr. William E. Waldon former
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More than 5,000 students will be unabli! to pre-register for· summer or
fall classes in the coming weeks because of "holds" placed on their names
by Student Accounting Services, said Boll Nordstrom, accounting
manager.
Money owed to the university, ranging from a 50 cent library fine to one
student's bill of $1583.72, is the reason these students will be unable to set
their schedules at Bandelier Registration Center, he said. These registration
"holds" are the most common from of leverage applied by the administration to force students to settle their accounts, said Nordstrom.
Financial aid can be withheld if a student owes money to the school. One ·
student was denied a $200 foundation grant check because she owed more
than $100 in library fines. Graduating students may have their transcripts
withheld pending settlement of their accounts with UNM, he said" We're a service center for those departments that need bills collected,"
Nordstrom said_
The office collects for the bookstore, library, the health center and the
housing office, as well as for special fees for creative writing, physical
education or lab classes.
"We've only filed suit once," Nordstrom said. "In this case it was over
a student loan. We've never tried to garnish any student's wages or workstudy paychecks.''
"We've had bad debts and students with problems," Nordstrum said,
"but nobody realizes the vast majority of students pay their bills. 011ly
about 16 percent are negligent:"
Nordstrom said the average amount of money a student owes the
university is approximately $38.
"We'd hate to withhold some graduating student's transcripts because
he owed the library $2.50 in overdue fines," Nordstrum said. "We try our
best to work things out.''
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by BILL ROBER1'SON

Local settings provide backdrop
for intructors' new thriller novels

:'!.Covered

$JRO WEEKLY MAILING CJRCUI.ARS! Start
Immediately. Free details. Hunter, 1344A Balboa,
San Francisco, CA. 94118.
04/21
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas attendants,
cooks and counter personnel. Work 4 days and have 4
da~s off, $2.6.5/hr. plus commis~ion. Apply MondayFrtday 10·4 or SaturdayB-11 at 136 Louisiana NE.
04128

Owe UNM money

Wednesday, April19, 1978

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions, 344·6470
after6 pm, Gary Abeyta.
04/24

EMPLOYMENT

GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH TECHNICAL
background to do bibliographic/literature searching
pan-time. Technology Application Center. 2500
Central SE. 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava. 04/19
EXPERIENCED COCKTAIL WAITRESSES for
convention April27,28,29,30. Good wages, fantastic
04/21
tips. Cal1247-4061 after 7:30pm.

students unable to reg1ster

DAILY

MISCELLANEOUS

SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business,
Call Mark at ALPHA System$, 255-3367, TODAY,
.
04/20
SKIIS CHEAP I pr. Fischer, I pr. Hart, like new. 1
SINGER FUTURA Top-of-the-line. Slightly used but
pr, San Georgia Boots, Size 10. All $60. 214 Cornell
still under warranty, Push button bobbin-winder
SE, nights.
04/24
TRIUMPH 750, '73. Excellent mechanical condition. • blind hems, Pas hundreds of fancy stitches. RegularlY
04/18
$800, now $1 SO cash, 296-5115.
04/24
Fast)!! Best offer, 266-1560.
NOW IS THE TI~E to open your summer business
in Downtown Albuquerque. Start weekends or nonclass days for $7,00. When you're ready, the rent is
$100.00/month/stall, Studios and offices also
OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
available: $35, $50, $60, $125, $200 month.
S, America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500DOWNTOWN BAZAAR, R\Jscnwald Building.
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
Fourth and Ccrural. 242·6166, 298·6046.
04121
information--Write: BHP Co., Box" 4490, Dept. NB,
CELEBRATE SPRING!. MASSAGE Workshop,
Bcrke1y, Ca. 94704,
04/28
Sunda~ Apri123, led by licensed Therapists. $15. For
NEED MONEY'l WE need you. 15 hrs. per week.
information call345.S 114 or 266-3761,
04/18
3.50/hr, Call 294-20M,
04/25
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP, Saturday Apri!22,
RESPONSIBLE PERSON FOR relief manager U10·4 and Sunday April 23, 1·4, at the Open Mind
Stor-11 Corp, Weekends plus, Record keeping
Bookstore. S!Udents $20,00. Phone 262-0066. 04/21
reqtlired. For appointment call266-8580.
04125
HELP WANTED! EXPERIENCED Secretary,
Jll"nmment, part-time, $3.00 hr. Hours afternoons &
Sawrdays. Must pass secretarial test. Call 268-.5588
for appointment.
04/18

6.

.

New Mexico

RlDES AND RIDERS available at Intercontinental
Travel Centre. Share gas and drivin$. 107 Girard SE,
265-9860.
04121

8.

.
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1973 VW BUG FOR SALE. Good condition. Radio,
Call Rachel at S43-7370 after 6 pm,
04/20

HOUSING

•

State University was chosen for the job.
"I want to develop a five-year or a long range plan for all computing
activities on the campus- I'm primarily interested in re-planning and
combining of disjointed operations,'' he said_
"The academic and administrative systems are separate. We want to try
and coordinate them."
In addition to combining administrative and academic systems, Walden
said he is investigating the possibility of absorbing the medical school and
Bernalillo County Medical Center computer, so that all four areas would
be included in one system.
The University has more than enough equipment, he said. UNM owns
three IBM 360 models and one IBM 1401. BCMC owns a Honeywell
computer. "We are already converting systems off the 1401 and the 360
model40 and putting them on the 360 models 65 anf 67."
He said he thinks combining the hospital center and the main campus
center would save the university money. "I' not sure how much because
whatever conversion we make won't be complete untillat'e fall," he said.
Walden is a former staff member at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and at Holloman Air Development Center, and had been at
Washington State University from 1967 until February ofthis year.
"They were in tears when we got him," Marvin Johnson, administrat~ve
vice president for student affairs, alumni relations and development, S3.1d.
"The president of Washington State (who was retiring) begged us to let
him keep Walden for another year. But we weren't that kind, we wouldn't
wait."
Walden said one reason he left Washington State is ''I had been there 10
years and achieved many things that I had wanted to. I thought it would be
interesting to get to a new place." He said he had helped to tie 52 institutions and agencies to the Washington State University computer.
While New Mexico is a change for him, it is not exactly a new place. He
attended high school in Las Cruces and earned his bachelor's, master's and
doctor's degrees from New Mexico State University .

be the same as those for the 1977-78
board basis.
Schulte said the rates for the school year.
Contrary to circulating rumors,
Schulte said the married housing
dormitory rates will not be in- coming summer session will be the rates, which will increase $7 per
creased for the 1978-79 academic same as those for last summer, and month per apartment, will be efthe rates for the fall and spring
year.
fective July 1.
Bob Schulte, director of housing semesters of the 1978-79 year will
and food services, said only the
price of married student housing
will increase .
"Because of higher occupancy in
th¢ dorms this year, and increased
business during the summer, we
have extra revenue this year for the
"Life in Albuquerque: People, Places and Lifestyles" is the theme of the
first time in a long time," Schulte
first
Albuquerque Magazine photography contest open to amatuers and
said •
He said housing administrators professionals with a deadline of May 26.
The contest is open to either black and white or color prin,ts, eight ~Y. ten
have had to deal with utility and
inches
large, and is limited to three entries per person. Negatives or anginal
material increases of 17 and I0
The "rent a runner" project han
percent respectively, but that it has transparencies should accompany the entries.
been shelved temporarily - if not
not been passed on to the student
Winners will be published in a future issue of Albuquerque Magazine- permanently_
because of the increased revenues.
First prize is $200 with camera equipment and other awards going to
Because of these two comrunners-up.
Bill Cain, who planned to set up
plementing factors, Schulte said, selected
Judges for the contest are Betty Hahn, of UI'IM's art department, and the program in which a person
"we have been able to stablize Harvey Caplin, a local professional.
'
could rent a jogging companion for
prices."
50
cents a mile, said only three
The current rate for a double
Entries with a self-addressed stampea envelope, may be sent to the persons responded to his recent
room for two semesters is $1490 a magazine: P.O. Box 4171, Albuquerque, 87106, attentionKarenSeppa, or
year, Schulte said. This rate is may be delivered to 2025 San Pedro NE. For more information call Karen advertisement in the LOBO.
"I wanted at least 10 clients in
based on a seven-day room and Seppa at 262-1474.

Magazine photo contest
announces theme, rules

'Rent-a-runner' project shelved
the program to start it," he said_
But since there was such a
minimal response to the ad, Cain
said he will probably put the project
off at least until next fall.
Cain planned to charge $10 a
month for setting up an individual's
program, charting his progress and
keeping tabs on him by phone in
addition to the running curriculum
fee.

